[Effects of root-excision on trunk hydraulic traits and growth status of Ginkgo biloba].
The roots of 8-year-old Ginkgo biloba saplings were partially excised to three degrees to study the effects of root-excision on the trunk hydraulic traits and growth status of the saplings. The three degrees were severe, medium, and light (8:1, 10:1, and 12:1 of excised root diameter to base diameter of tree trunk, respectively). Physiological parameters including trunk ultrasound acoustic emission (UAE) signal, branch percentage loss of hydraulic conductance (PLC), sap flow flux, and leaf stomatal conductance, transpiration rate and water potential were measured periodically after root-excision. In all treatments, a great number of trunk UAE signal produced after a short time of root-excision, peaked at 6 h, and decreased gradually then. The intensity of the UAE signals increased with increasing root-excision degree. After root-excision, the branch PLC increased rapidly in the first 12 h but slowly after 24 h. The sap flow flux, leaf stomatal conductance, transpiration rate and water potential after root-excision decreased obviously, with significant differences among the three treatments. The cumulative number of UAE signals (cUAE) was significantly and positively correlated with branch embolism degree, while negatively correlated with sap flow flux and leaf water potential. The leaf area and new branch length of G. biloba in the next year after root-excision decreased significantly, and the decrement was increased with root-excision degree. Root-excision not only made the degrees of conduits cavitation and branch embolism increased, but also affected water transportation and leaf transpiration rate within a short period of time, which would in turn give an impact on G. biloba plant growth.